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Ze-VO Products Group Introduces DeckCuts
June, 2008 -- Building a deck? Installing a fence? Ze-VO Products Group has
introduced a clear, oil-based coating in a handy dispenser that makes quick work of
sealing the exposed ends of decking. DeckCuts™ can also be used to seal the bottoms
of doors or the trim around your windows to prevent water damage.
The second in a family of smart new products from Ze-VO Products Group,
DeckCuts™ provides a simple solution to the common problem and mess of sealing
and protecting cut ends from water penetration, "checking," rot and decay. Earlier
this year, Ze-VO also introduced EndCuts™, a white acrylic primer for similar use
with painted wood applications.
DeckCuts™ comes in a 4-ounce container that fits in your pocket and has a
leak-proof sponge applicator that works much like a shoe-polish dispenser. You
simply dab the cut end to protect both your wood and your warranty. As with any
outdoor wood application, the lumber for decks or fencing requires protection from
the outdoor elements. Still, in the field, cut ends frequently remain exposed after
installation because of the hassle of buying and keeping sealer, brushes, can opener,
stirrer and cleaning solvent on hand at every stage of installation.
Both DeckCuts™ and EndCuts™ are environmentally friendly products developed
by Ze-VO for the construction trade and home improvement markets. DeckCuts™ is
DeckCuts
100% environment-friendly with zero volatile organic compounds (VOCs). It was
created using a proprietary Clean Planet Coating Technology™. The product is
available in a 16-count shelf pack or hanging wire rack for retail sale.
Call Ze-VO Products Group in Framingham, MA at 508-879-3151 for more information or e-mail
info@zevoproductsgroup.com. Material safety data sheets and product demos are available at
www.ze-vo.com.
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